Abstract
Introduction provided B. perezi sequences (EF-1 alpha, Arginine kinase-AK2, rhodopsin, PEPCK,

147
GenBank accession numbers: KC662163-67). Based on these genes the phylogenetic 148 relationship between the focal species was reconstructed and they were also used to estimate 149 the rate of evolution on non-immune genes.
150
Evolutionary analyses
151
Multiple sequence alignment was performed using ClustalW implemented in Mega 5.05 152 (Tamura et al. 2011) . Rates of molecular evolution of the RNAi genes were calculated based 153 on coding sequences separately for each gene. and the amino acid sequences of the present-day species enables the inference of the 176 evolutionary pathway of amino acid substitutions at each site (Yang et al. 1995) . Therefore, 177 nucleotide sequences were translated and resulting amino acid sequences were aligned using (Fig.4) , based on the non-immune genes, was conducted with Mega 5.05 (Tamura et al.
182
2011). Hence, it was possible to infer changes that occurred on each lineage and therefore 183 enabled the identification of shared amino acid replacements. In order to distinguish whether 184 the observed change is attributable to chance alone or to parallel evolution, the program 185 CAPE (Zhang and Kumar 1997) was used. CAPE computes the probability that the observed InDel events appeared in the coding sequences of armi and r2d2 (Table S1 ). Due to the low 
Results
Six
208
These data confirm the observed lack of diversity within coding regions. In order to detect footprints of selection in siRNAi genes, the overall ratio of non- (Table S1 ), indicating rather selection than relaxed selective constraint may 396 impact the molecular evolution of the anti-viral siRNAi genes.
397
Also reproductive features might contribute to the different substitution rates. In social 398 Hymenoptera, the delayed production of sexuals is assumed to increase the chance for 399 inheriting mutations due to accumulation of DNA copy errors, as oogenesis in Hymenoptera 400 is continuous, which is assumed to increase mutation rates as the number of germline cell 401 divisions increases with generation (Büning 1994; Crow 1997; Bromham and Leys 2005 delayed sexuals production on mutation rate) seems to affect the rate of molecular evolution.
415
Evidence is given as for three out of six siRNAi genes higher evolutionary rates were 416 observed for the social species compared to their non-social parasitic cuckoo bumblebees. The latter ones are assumed to show higher rates due to a relaxed selective constraint as a 418 consequence of a stronger reduction in N e . BEB; sites: 20, 47, 144, 198) BEB; sites: 54, 63, 83, 94, 97, 103, 134, 145, 161, 162, 163, 172,  a -ancestor could not be inferred; φ -chance probability of having n parallel amino acid substitutions; last row indicate paired analysis (assigned numbers) for multiple shared substitutions; B.luc -B. lucorum, B.tx -B.t. xanthopus, B.ter -B. t. terrestris, B.lap -B. lapidarius, B.pas -B. pascuorum, B.max -B. m. italicus, B.bo -B. bohemicus, B.vest -B. vestalis, B.per -B. perezi, B.cam -B.campestris, B.rup -B.rupestris, B.rud -B. r. corsicola 
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